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Audit Trail: The result of noting every step that is taken in the recordkeeping methodologies of 

an organization for use in the occasions that proof of activity or non-activity needs to be 

presented. 

 

Source(s): ARMA International. (2014). Generally Accepted Recordkeeping Principles: 

Integrity. ARMA International. Retrieved from http://www.arma.org/r2/generally-accepted-br-

recordkeeping-principles/integrity 

 

  

Authenticity: The premise that the record be preserved as it was in the context from which it 

was created in order to remain a valid and authentic record of information. 

 

Source(s): Duranti, L. (2010). Concepts and principles for the management of electronic records, 

or records management theory is archival diplomatics. Records Management Journal, 20(1), 78-

95. doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/09565691011039852 

  

  

Backup: As its name suggests, it is the method of preservation where perfect or near-original 

replications are made of the records and stored elsewhere than the unit keeping the originals. Its 

purpose is to prevent information from becoming lost or "corrupted". 

 

Source(s): Latham, R. (2012). Management of Backups. Tasmanian Archive and Heritage 

Office. Retrieved 

from http://www.linc.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/341366/TAHO_Advice_-_25.pdf 

  

  

Bit Stream: The format in which digital information is broken down into its most basic 

composition in order to preserve it for later devices to be able to read. 

 

Source(s): Kol, N. C., van Diessen, R. J., & van der Meer, K. K. (2006). An improved Universal 

Virtual Computer approach for long-term preservation of digital objects.Information Services & 

Use, 26(4), 283-291. Retrieved from EBSCOHost. 
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Curation Microservices: The dividing of "infrastructural framework" duties in curating digital 

records, based on the "focus" of the duties (2010, 174). 

 

Source(s): Abrams, S., Kunze, J., & Loy, D. (2010). An emergent micro-services approach to 

digital curation infrastructure. International Journal of Digital Curation, 5(1), 172-186. 

Retrieved from http://ijdc.net/index.php/ijdc/article/viewFile/154/217  

  

  

DAM: A Digital Asset Management system is a method to organize a digital collection and its 

metadata through the use of information "tracking". 

 

Source(s): Hess, D. (2014). Digital Rights and the Cost of 'Lousy Record Keeping'. Avalon 

Consulting, LLC.. Retrieved fromhttp://blogs.avalonconsult.com/blog/publishing/digital-rights-

and-the-cost-of-lousy-recordkeeping/  

  

  

Dark Archive: A collection (or part of a collection) that is unavailable to the public for any one 

of a number of reasons (privacy laws, lack of organization, purposeful hold). 

 

Source(s): Baron, J. (2014). What does information governance mean to an e-discovery 

lawyer? (1st ed.). Florham Park, NJ: ARMA Northern New Jersey Chapter. Retrieved 

from http://armannj.org/images/downloads/Program_Year_2013___2014/armannj_april_24_201

4_meeting.pdf 

  

  

Designated Community: Comparable to an audience for which a written work is intended, the 

designated community is the group for which the access of sources is based upon and what the 

creation of metadata and description is geared towards. 

 

Source(s): Niu, J. (2013) Recordkeeping metadata and archival description: a revisit, Archives 

and Manuscripts, 41:3, 203-215, doi: 10.1080/01576895.2013.829751  

  

  

Digital Dark Age: A likely consequence of a lack of knowledge of digital preservation methods, 

where massive amounts of information are lost due to the inability to apply digital preservation 

methods or distinguish what information is worth keeping. 

 

Source(s): Bollacker, K. (2010). Avoiding a digital dark age. American Scientist, 98:3, 106-110. 

Retrieved fromhttp://www.americanscientist.org/libraries/documents/2010241629167775-2010-

03CompSci-Bollacker.pdf  
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Digital Preservation: The identification, processing, and monitored disposition of digital objects 

and the preservation methodologies that are unique to their digital existence.  

 

Source(s): Ross, S. (2007). Digital preservation, archival science and methodological 

foundations for digital libraries [keynote address]. The 11th European Conference on Digital 

Libraries (ECDL), Budapest (17 September 2007). Retrieved from http://www.gallbladder-

research.org/media/media_113621_en.pdf  

  

  

DIP: A Dissemination Information Package is the part of a digital recordkeeping system that 

allows the accepted (archived or stored) record to be accessible to a user who requests the record. 

 

Source(s): Freitas, R. A. P. (2013). Relational databases digital preservation [doctoral 

thesis]. University of Minho. Retrieved 

fromhttp://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/handle/1822/25655  

  

  

Emulation: One of the preservation strategies that oversees the re-composition and editing of 

digital archiving surroundings (i.e. what program or hardware is hosting the record) to meet 

compatibility standards with the record's bitstream. 

 

Source(s): University of Manchester. (2008). Workbook on digital private papers | digital 

preservation strategies | selecting the right preservation strategy.Paradigm. Retrieved 

from http://www.paradigm.ac.uk/workbook/preservation-strategies/selecting-emulation.html 

  

  

Encryption: A method of digital security that involves the "scrambling" of information within a 

digital object and the creation of a "bit-key" in order to conceal information from anyone that is 

not authorized to view it. 

 

Source(s): Bennett, K., Chiles, P., & Jacobs, M. (2002). Encryption. University of Illinois. 

Retrieved from http://education.illinois.edu/wp/privacy/encrypt.html 

  

  

Fixity: The characteristic in digital preservation that a digital object is being preserved as it was 

created (i.e., without evidence of editing or changing the information within the record).  

 

Source(s): LeFurgy, B. (2012). Fixity and Fluidity in Digital Preservation. Library of Congress. 

Retrieved from http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2012/10/fixity-and-fluidity-in-digital-

preservation/ 
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Lifecycle Management: The authorization over organizing digital records and whether they 

comply with record schedules at each stage of their existence: Creation, Distribution, Use, 

Maintenance, and Disposition or Preservation, depending upon the vitality of the record.  

 

Source(s): Environmental Protection Agency. (2013). Basic Requirements of an Electronic 

Recordkeeping System at EPA. Environmental Protection Agency. Retrieved 

fromhttp://www.epa.gov/records/tools/erks.htm 

  

  

Lossy: One of the types of file compression, which is a strategy for organization. Under lossy 

compression, "unnecessary" duplicate and excess information are removed, leaving a more clear 

and organized state of the objects being preserved. 

 

Source(s): Minnesota Historical Society,. (2012). Electronic Records Management Guidelines, 

Digital Imaging. Minnesota Historical Society. Retrieved 

fromhttp://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/electronicrecords/erdigitalimaging.php  

  

  

Metadata: External information relating to and defining a record, including its title, what it 

contains, how it is formatted, the size of the object, and more. 

 

Source(s): Archives of New Zealand,. (2014). Digital Recordkeeping. Archives New 

Zealand. Retrieved from http://archives.govt.nz/advice/public-offices/digital-recordkeeping 

  

  

Migration: The act of transferring digital records from one "generation" to the next as a method 

of preservation. 

 

Source(s): Queensland State Archives. (2012). Migrating digital records (1st ed.). Runcorn, 

Queensland, Australia. Retrieved from 

http://www.archives.qld.gov.au/Recordkeeping/GRKDownloads/Documents/MigratingDigitalRe

cords.pdf  

  

  

Normalization: Preserving one type of record in a universal format that is likely to require less 

conversions at a later time. 

 

Source(s): Cornell University. (2013). Digital Preservation Strategies. Cornell 

University. Retrieved from http://dpworkshop.org/dpm-eng/terminology/strategies.html  

  

  

OAIS: The Open Archival Information System is a guideline to what parameters should be 

included in the creation of metadata. 
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Source(s): Lavoie, B. and Gartner R. (2005). Preservation Metadata. Digital Preservation 

Coalition Technology Watch Report. Retrieved 

from http://www.dpconline.org/docs/reports/dpctw05-01.pdf  

  

  

Open Source: A software without the limitations of a license to be used by anyone without 

repercussions, which is beneficial to record access goals. 

  

Source(s): Rogers, E., and Shaffer, S. (2013). Open-source records management software: Final 

report. International Research on Permanent Authentic Records in Electronic Systems. Retrieved 

from http://www.interpares.org/display_file.cfm?doc=ip3_canada_gs08_final_report.pdf  

  

  

Redundancy: The recreation and/or replication of digital records as a method of preservation. 

 

Source(s): Bass, J.L. (2012). Getting personal: Confronting the challenges of archiving records 

in the digital age. University of Manitoba. Retrieved 

from http://mspace.lib.umanitoba.ca/jspui/bitstream/1993/5206/1/Getting_Personal_Mar_23.pdf  

  

  

Reformatting: The taking of records born in one format and converting them to another format, 

such as digitizing a born-physical record. 

 

Source(s): Gracy, K. F., & Kahn, M. B. (2012). Preservation in the digital age. Library 

Resources & Technical Services, 56(1), 25-43. Retrieved 

from http://alcts.metapress.com/content/m2465225x54m257l/fulltext.pdf  

  

  

Submission Agreement: A contractual outline of where the digital records are to be stored, how 

they will be preserved, and more, as eventually agreed upon by the party submitting the records 

(i.e., the record creator). 

 

Source(s): Douglass, B., O'Connell, K., Ragolia, J., & Winston, R. (2014). Draft Submission 

Agreement. University of Texas. Retrieved 

from https://ford.ischool.utexas.edu/handle/2081/31146  

  

  

Technical Metadata: The descriptive elements of a record surrounding the method ("capture") 

or program used to create the digital record. 

 

Source(s): University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. (2010). Digital content creation: Best 

practices for technical metadata. University of Illinois. Retrieved 

from http://www.library.illinois.edu/dcc/bestpractices/chapter_10_technicalmetadata.html 
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TRAC: More known as the "Trustworthy Repositories Audit and Certification", it is a 

conglomerate of information that is based on verified organizations that meet certain criteria to 

be known as trustworthy with "digital resources" (2007, 8). 

 

Source(s): The Center for Research Libraries, Online Computer Library Center. (2007). 

Trustworthy repositories audit and certification: criteria and checklist. RLG-NARA Task Force on 

Digital Repository and Certification. Retrieved 

from http://www.crl.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/pages/trac_0.pdf 
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